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A STUDY OP _
THE ENGLISH TRANSLATIONS OF GOETHES "FAUST"
Of ill the popular midiaeval legends
,
perhaps the history of
Doctor Faustus h^s "been most popular with German authors.lt is re-
ported that no less than thirty different authors had given their
attention to the legend by the time Goethe finished and published
the Second Part of his Masterpiece ,in 1832. But of all the literary
products "based upon this legend, the great drama of Goethe seems des-
tined to remain the one successful attempt to exalt and expand the
history of the midiaeval Doctor, so that it may now justly stand am-
ong the few great literary masterpieces of the distant past .The at-
tention so long given to the work "by schools all over the world and
"by legions of scholars and able critics ,be irs testimony of its
worth to thinking humanity .But judging from the numerous translat-
ions of Go ethers Faus f into English alone ,we may conclude , this work
has "busied the pen of the translator as much as any of the great
classics of antiquity lias done. After some research, it appears that
no less than fifty different translations into English have "been
made up to the present time. This number does not include fragment-
ary translations, such as made by Shelley ,Carlyle and others. Again,
quite a number of those who have published their translations,had
occupied themselves with only the First and most popular Part of
the drama, and have thus given us only "FAUST, Part 1 in English. A.
few translators have given us adequate versions of "Part II,:in the
English language .Before giving a list of the various translations
and their authors, it may be well to consider Goethe's own theories
in regard to the translation of poetical works, and thus secure a
basis upon which to classify the following product s. Goethe says in
his notes to his "Wcst-ftstlieher Divan":
"There are three kinds of translat ions .The first acquaints us
With foreign countries in a eordan^e with our own concept ions:
a
plain prose translation is best for this purpose .Whilst prose entir-
ely neutralises allcharacter ist ics of every class of poetic art and
reduces even poetical fervor to a common water-level ,it performs
at the beginning ,the greatest service because it surprises us with
excellent foreign ideas in the midst of our national, domestic surr-
oundings, in our every-day 1 if e , and,without knowing how we frame by
it, we are truly edified by a loftier frame of mind. Such an effect,
Luther's translation of the Bible will produce, at all times.********
Hereupon, a second epoch follows in which we are occupied in
placing ourselves amid the conditions of a foreign country, to be
sure,but rather, only to adapt to ourselves, foreign ideas (ways of
thinking)and to reproduce then in our own way of thinking. Such a per-
iod I would call in the clearest , lit eral meaning of the word, the par-
odic . (To this class belong the translations of Y/ieland and the ear-
ly products of French translators.)
However , since we can not continue long, either in a perfect or
in an imperfect state,but a transition must follow at all events,we
have witnessed the third period,which is to be called the last and
highest ; namely, that one in which we would make the translation iden-
tical with the original, so that the one should not serve for "he oth-
er >but in place of the other.
This class suffered, at first, the greatest o. position,because
the translator ,adhering closely to his original
,
gives up more or
less the originality of his own nation, and a third (product ) ensues
for which the taste of the people must first develop. (Such were the
translations of Voss)-
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But why we railed the third epo^h also the last ,we still ex-
plain inadequately .A translation that tends to identify itself with
I the original, finally approaches the interlinear version, and greatly
j
simplifies the interpretation of the or iginal . So ,at length, the whole
'
circle is closed, in which takes place the approach of the foreign
I and the domestic, of the Known and the Unknown.
The following list of thirteen translations includes all that
|
were considered in the preparation of this thesis. They are arranged
according to Goethe^s classification of translations.
CLASS I. (Prose Translations) .
1. Abraham Hayward.Part I .with the original text, notes and intro-
duction. (Revised "by Buchheim) 1892,
CLASS II.
1. John Anster. Part I.-19o3
2. J. Birch. Both Parts. -1339-11)43.
3.Lewis Filmore.v^art I. -1841.
4. Charles II. Knox.Part I. -1847.
P.P. B.Shelley. Scenes, "Prologue in Heaven "and "V/alpurg is Night
(Published with Shelley's complete works).
CLASS III.
Charles T. Brooks. Part I. -1857.
2. Prank Claudy. -1886.
5.A.H.Huth. Part I. -1889.
4.Albert G.Latham. Both Parts. -19o5.
5.Anna Swanwi^k. Both Parts. 1878-190^.
6. Bayard Taylor. Both Par^s. -19o7.
7. Thomis '.7ebb. Part I .with the Death of Faust,Part II. -1898.
Of these translations,only Part I. shall he considered in the
following treatment .The versions of Taylor ,Swanwir»k,Latham, Anster
,
J and Hayward revised by Buchheim enjoy the greatest popularity, and
! are still published.
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The translations of the following list "belong, chiefly to the
Second Class. Only the new prose version of Beta may still "be publish
ed;the other translations are for the most part antiquated and hard
to procure.
I. Beta. Part I.with notes. -1896,
2. Sir G. F. Ducket t . " Goethe s Faust in part * , changed into verse "by
Prof .Burrows. -1885.
S.Theodore Martin. -188©,
4. J.3.Blackie. Part I, -1880.
5. C.Kegan Paul. -1873,
6 . John Galvan. -i860.
7.William Dalton Scoones. -187 .
B.George Lefevre. -1843.
9. T.J.Arnold. -1877.
10. Wm. Bell McDonald.
II. David 3yme.Part I. -1834.
12. J. 3. Cobb.
13.Archer Gurney. Part II. -1842.
14. John Macdonald Bell. Part IT. as completed in 1831.-1842.
15. J.Cartwright . -1862.
16.Leopold J. Bernays.PartsI.andll. partly in the metres of the orig-
inal and partly in prose. -1840.
17. J. A. Birds. (Chiefly in "blank verse) -1880.
18.Robert Talbot -1839.
19. J.Hills. -1840.
20. P.Leveson Gower. Part I. -1823.
21. C.H.Bowen. Part I. -1878.
22. V/.H.Colquhou::. Part I, -1878. (No longer published)
23.L.E.Pe it hmann,Analytical translation of Part I. -1853
24. John Austen.
25. J .v/. Grant. -1867.
26. V.Beresford -1862.
27.R.McLintock.Part I.with the Scene "Two Imps and Amor" -1897.
28.W.B.Clarke.Parts I and II. -1865.
29. Lebahn , (A Translator mentioned by Webb in his notes.)
30. Selss. (Also mentioned by Webb.)
3

To illustrate "briefly and thoroughly the results attained
by the thirteen aforenamed translator s , we will now review the
scenes 'Prolog im Hinonel * ,and ""acht ",which directly follows the
former. A few translations of Raphaels opening song,will nicely
illustrate the three kinds of translations mentioned by Goethe. The
well-known original reads thus:
RAPHAEL,
"Die Sonne tint nach alter Weise
In Bru i.erspharen Wettgesang,
Un 1 ihre verge schri eh e:ie Reise .
Vollendet sie mit Donnergang.
Ihr Inblick gibt den Engeln Starko,
v/enn keiner sie srgrundsn mag;
Die unbegreiflich hohen Werke
Sind herrli'-h wie am ersten Tag."
Firstly, the prose version of Hayward reads :
"The sun chines in, as ever,with emulous music of his
broth r spheres, and performs his prescribed journey with
thundering march. His aspect gives strength to the angels, though
none can fathom him, Thy inconceivably sublime works are glor-
ious as on the first day."
Shelley adds a literal translation with his notes,giving
this passage and the three songs following, in prose .Raphael's
song is:
"The sun sounds, according to ancient custom,
In the song of emulation of his brother spheres.
And its fore-written circle
Fulfils with a step of thunder.
Its countenance gives the A.ngels strength
Though no one can fathom it.
The incredible high works
Are excellent as at the first day."
The following translations are of the second class, differ-
ing however,but slightly from the form of the original .Shelley's
verse translation reads:
"The sun makes music as of old
Amid the rival spheres of Heaven,
Onits predestined circle rolled
With thunder speed: the angels even
Draw strength from gazing on its glance,
Though none its meaning fathom may:_
The worlds unwithered countenance
Is bright as it creations day."
Anster^s version reads:
"The sun as in the ancient days,
Mong sister stars in rival song,
His destined path observes, obeys,
And still in thunder rolls along:
New strength and full beatitude
The angels gather from his sight,
Mysterious all ytt all is good,
All fair is at the birth of light!"
4

Birch renders this passage thus:
"The Sun, in soft accord, as wont of old.,
Joins in proud rivalry his "brother-spheres:
And all, their fore-ordained journey hold,
Closing in thunder sounds—their circuit years!
The glorious sight ,ennerves the angelic soul
—
Yet none may fathom the display
Incomprehensible !— the wondrous WHOLE
Sparkles, as on creations day."
Filmore translates thus:
"in chorus with each kindred-star
The sun sounds forth his ancient song,
And on his path,prescribed from far,
In thunder going rolls along;
Though none may fathom them— their sight
Upon the angels power "bestows,
Thy glorious works are now as "bright
As on creations day they rose."
Knox gives us:
"in choral emulation "blending
With "brother spheres, the sun hath chimed.
As erst, his course fore-ordered ending,
In stately step, to thunder timed.
His aspect gives the angels might
—
Though none to fathom him have power;
The works, ahove thought's loftiest flight,
Are glorious as in times first hour."
The remaining translations are representatives of the thirl
class, of which Bayard Taylors achievements are rightly considered,
most faithful to the original. The other translators have neverthe-
less, preserved the form and content of the original as much as pos-
ible ,in these opening lines.
Brooks, the so-called pioneer of the third class translations,re-
produce a the form and content of the original thus:
"The sun, in ancient wise, is sounding,
With brother spheres, in rival song;
And, his appointed journey rounding,
With thunderous movement rolls along.
His look,new strength to angels lending,
•To creature fathom can for aye;
The lofty works, past comprehending,
Stand lordly, as on time's first day."
Huth gives the following version:
"Still choirs the Sun as formerly
His "brother-spheres to emulate,
And their appointed journey he
V/ith thunder-peals doth terminate.
The aspect Angels strength doth lend,
Though none their mystery fathom may;
Thy works, too great to comprehend.
Are glorious as on the first day.
5

Latham, still quite a popular translator of the third c lass, renders
the passage thus:
"The sun,with many a sister-sphere,
Still sings the rival psalm of wonder,
And still his fore-ordained career
Iceempli she s,with tread of thunder.
The sight sustains the angel's prime,
Though none may spell the mystic story;
Thy works ,unspeakably sublime,
Live on, in all their primal glory."
Claudy,a naturalized American,makes the following version of the
given passage:
"The sun in ancient manner chiming
With "brother spheres in rival song,
Rolls,his predestined journey climbing,
With thunder-tread his path along.
This sight to angels power lendeth,
Though none may ken his mystic way,
The lofty work in beauty blendeth
Un fathomed, as on earliest day."
Swanwick,a very popular English translator , renders thus:
"The Sun, in ancient guise , eornpet ing
7ith brother spheres in rival song,
With thunder-march, his orb completing,
Moves his predestined course along;
His aspect to the powers supernal
Gives strength, though fathom him none may;
Transcending thought, the works eternal
Are fair as on the primalday."
Taylor, our American translator , reproduces the passage as follows:
"The sun-orb sings, in emulation,
Mid brother-spheres , his ancient round:
His path predestined through Creation
He ends with step of thunder- sound.
The angels from his visage splendid
Draw power ,whose measure none can say;
The lofty works,uneornprehended,
Are bright as on the c .rliest day."
Webb gives us the following translation:
"Still doth the Sun, though time is hoary,
Make answer to the spheres in song,
And his appointed path of glory
He speeds with thunderfor^e along!
His Vision gives the A.ngels vigour,
Though fathom it no creature may;
The mighty works no thought can figure
Are bright ason the primal day!"
Thus it a pears that all verse-translators felt obliged
more or less, to sacrifice the exart statements of the original for
the sake of the verse-form. But Huth and Latham even violate the fort^
i
of the original, and here, as often in other passages, they revert to
the second method of translat ion. The difficulty lies in the femin-
ine rhyme-endings required for each alternating line.Most verse-
6

translators confess this difficulty, and accuse the English, lang-
uage of its poverty in words of unaccented final syllables. Though
setting about it with healthy patience, Brooks, the pioneer in this
field, and Swanwick and Taylor have succeeded fairly well in over-
coming such difficulties in our language, as well as in the metre.
Interesting in all translations, are the peculiar equival-
ents given for poetical words, or words peculiar to the foreign
language itself. It would seem that the prose-translator , in no wise
hampered by the needs of form, should finally discover some express-
ion of a greater or less number of syllables that would exactly
render the original .But in practice, exact equivalents are often
sought in vain, and the original remains an untranslat eable word un
til, perchance, some future genius may coin its equivalent .Even then.,
as Goethe has already hinted, the foreign reading-public must ac-
custom itself to the innovations.
In the prose translations of Hayward,wef ind "Die Sonne
tint
"
.rendered by "The 9un chimes in" .However, anyone who has heard
of "voices chiming in" , or "piping in",may even here begin with an
impression derived usually from nursery rhymes. Among the verse-
translators^ few make the sun "sing", and several authorities agree
in making the sun take part in a song-contest. All translators dif-
fer with each other in the wording they use,but no one seems to
give quite the impression derived from the original.
Perhaps more difficult than the preceding example. is the
task of faithfully rendering the poetical word "Donnergang
1
.Each
translator uses his own peculiar equivalent .The varying results
seem like so much groping about for something that cannot be had
under present circumstances .The word must remain untranslat eable,
unless its exact equivalent in English can be coined.
In the passage under consideration, the ideas of the origin-
al are ,u >on the whole, suf ficiently well conveyed in Haywards prose
version ,and even in the majority of the verse-translations. Birch,
however, takes a full measure of licence, here as elsewhere,with the
result that his versions often give pictures and impressions,
strangely differing from the intended result of the original .Wheth-
er his errors are intentional for the sake of the form or spirit,
or whether they are gross oversights in the interpretation, is rath-
er hard to establish.Birch seems to translate as he pleases, but he
then supplements his work with some clever notes. Just why he pre-
fers to change to the plural number in the third and fourth lines
of this passage, he himself could answer best.Thelast two lines im-
press us is extremely odd, just as in Ansters version.
Returning to the original,we will briefly consider the
following songs of Gabriel and Michael .The various translators con-
tinue in the form and style they have adopted. Interesting are the
varying pictures made of lines 856 tad 2F>6:
"Es schaumt das Meer in breiten Fluesen
Am tiefen Grund der Felsen auf,"
Each translator has his own , definite picture ,as it seem*,
and various interpretations are made of the word "Flussen".
Hayward simply declares:
"The sea foams up in broad waves at the deep base of
the rocks;
"
; Birch renders:
7

Birch renders:
"in foaming tides, the "broad sens roam,
Dashing their surges gainst the rocks foundations,"
Filmore puts the whole sea in mot ion, thus:
"The sea is foaming wild and high,
Around the rocks eternal base,
Knox sees onlv foam:
Torrents of foam the sea uprears,
Against the rocks deep roots to hurl; 1
Shelley says: "the sea
1 Foams in "broad billows from the deep"
Brooks also puts the whole sea in motion:
"Up oer the rocks the foaming ocean
Heaves from its old, primeval "bed,"
Huth oddly says:
"The sea doth mighty waves of spray
Up deep-based rocky faces hurl,"
Latham curiously comes nearer the meaning of "Fliissen" ,thus:
"And all the towering cliffs among,
In spreading streams up foams the Ocean,"
Swanwick rather loosely renders with:
"Ocean's broad waves in wild commotion,
Against the rocks deep base are hurled;
"
Glaudy gives us:
BThe ocean in brqad streams foams,boiling
Around the rocks deep-founded base,"
Taylor artfully combines "Meer" and "Flussen" ,but thereby rather
Weakening the effect:
"The ocean-tides in foam are breaking.
.Against the rocks deep bases hurled.
Webb rather sprightly renders :
In foaming waves the sea is swirling,
As up the rocks the surf careers;
"
John Anster seems to have Viewed Goethes picture so long ,that he
now prefers the following:
"The vexed sea foams—waves leap and moan
And chide the rocks with insult hoarse,"
In the final chorus of the three angels, the translators
are divided as to the force of "Da" .Hayward, Taylor ,wehb
,
rv/anwick,
Filmore , andSh e 1 ley render with the concessive "though" .Latham, Huth
and Claudy prefer "since ",which seems better adapted to the mean-
ing .Brooks uses "for";Birch, "yet ";Knox, "whilst 1 .Anster renders the
whole chorus to suit himself , thus:
"iTew strength and full beatitude
The angels gather from thy sight;
Mysterious all ,yet all is good,
All fair as at the birth of light."
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In the speech of Hephistopheles,which directly follows,
nearly all translators agree in rendering "Pathos" with 'pathos .
But the pathos intended must he understood in the wide sense of
emotional expression. The "pathos "here , is not necessarily to he
connected with grief or sorrow.Latham prefers sentiment ,as an
equivalent for "Pathos". ..
.
In line26* trews the word "wunderlich" ,which has been re
dered with some adequate equivalents such as, (ilayward) , odd J ITay-
lor), "whimsical"; (rilmorc ) ,W' ; (Brooks) "singular jjAnster),
"strange thing"; (Birch) , "whirry*: (Knwt) / strange j (Claudy) 01 odd
capricious mind" .Accordingl;. ,to most translators, 'wunderlich does
not mean what its sound might suggest . St ill , other translators rend
er as
• •
w**
Huth ^ r>v/anwick— "wondrous " ;WeVb and Shelley—
"wonderful".Latham, hov/cver, speaks of primal folly . But in spite 01
possible differencos as to the meaning of other words, all trans-
lators must agree that "Vernunft " (1.285)cm he rendered only by
"reason". "Cicaden", near the end of this speech, has induced Jcbb to
translate with "cicadas J , Birch with "cricket .Other translators
agree upon "grasshopper".
Among other things , always diiiicult to translate, are
titles and terms of address, peculiar to the foreign language. .he
"EW.Gn .den"of 1.287,has been variously rendered; (giving the entire
passage, "mit Verlaub von Ew.Gnaden" )
:
Huth: Hrith your Graced leave".
Birch: "with tti high permission of your Grace".
Filmore: "by your Graces leave".
Knox:" Saving your presence".
Shelley: "With reverence to your Lordship".
Brooks: "Your Grace the ward will pardon".
Huth: "with Thy gracious favour".
Latham: "saving your Grace's presence".
Swanwick: "with deference to your grace".
Taylor: "Saving Thy Gracious Presence".
Webb: "Saving your gracious Presence".
Claudy: "Your kindly Grace".
Anster avoids the title entirely and gives :
"if I may venture, on
Such a comparison"
—
Tn line SOO.ilophlstopholOO subtly changes the pronoun of
address, "Du"to "ihr " (Such) .This subtlety is obviously lost by
translating into English. In this dialogue between the Lord and the
devil. Hayward keeps the pronoun "you "throughout , although elsewhere
he often employs the formal "Thou" and "Thee .Anster tries to re-
tain the subtlety by similarly changing from Thou to you .Birch

loosely interchanges "Thou" v/ith "you " , similarly to Shelley and
ftVb.Huth and Swanwiok retain the formal "Thou" throughout .Filmore
Knox, Brooks, Latham, Claudy , and Taylor proceed on lines similar to
Anster,and trv to preserve tht subtlety. In this conneftion.it is
likewise interesting to observe what equivalents the translators
have found for Mephistos familiar "dtr Alte ,as applied to the
Lord in line 350.Huth renders with "the Ancient One ;Anster with,
"our good old Governor" .Birch very humurously renders the whole
passage thus: .
(MEPHISTOPHELES alone .
)
"From time to time I see the ancient Lord
Most willingly—and heed to give offence.
(To the fit.)
Tis v -.stly flattering, on my word,
For Devil to confab with Omnipotence .
Filmore speaks of the "Ancient One
11 ;Knox, "The Ant ient " ; Shelley
^
"the old fellow" ;Brooks, "the old ftllow" ;Huth, the Ancient One ; (
Latham, "the ancient "; Swanwi-k, "the ancient one "; Taylor , The Ancient ,
Webb, "the Senior" ; Claudy, "the ancient One'.
In reply to the Lords question:
"1st auf der Erde twig dir nichts recht?
Mtphistopheles replies:
"iTein Herrlich find es dort,wie immer ,herzlich schlecht.
Die I-lenschen iauern mich in ihren Jammertagen,
Ich mag sogar die Armen selbst nicht plagen."
Mephistos innocent answer has ,however ,made many verse
translators sweat, and we find deviations from the meaning of the
original as well as new forms. Fayward translates tht passage
literally enough:
"]To,Lord! Ifind things there, as ever ,miserahly had.Men
in their days of wretchedness,move my pity; even I myself have not
the heart to torment the poor things."
Taylor uses the singular "man", as if for more emphasis,
and finds it more convenient to transpose the "even" to the preced-
ing clause in the or iginal ,thus:
"Ho, Lord! I find things, there.still "bad as they can be.
Man's misery even to pity moves my nature;
Ive scarce the heart to plague the wretched creature
Besides emphasizing the pretended pity the Oevil feels,
Claudy translates as if the stress were upon "plagon rather than
upon "selbst":
"lio,Lord!I find there now, as always,great distress.
My pity for mens woes grows daily deeper , stronger
,
I may not even tease the wretches longer."
Much often depends upon the particular word accented, and
the verse-stress in a line frequently accents the prominent words
for us.Moreover , there is usually, in ear»h lint, one foot that re-
ceives special emphasis over the others, and naturally , this emph-
asis also falls upon the most important word, or upon the word
naturally emphasized in reciting aloud.How in the original of the
above passage,most translators and readers emphasize selhst
rather than "plagt-n" .This seems most natural ,hut not. so to Claudy.
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Diverging still farther from the original , Brooks renders
(The Lord)
„
"Will things on earth he never right for thee?
(Mephistopheles
)
"hTo,Lord!l find the* still -is had as had can he.
Poor souls! their miseries seem so much to please em,
I scarce can find it in my heart to tease em.
Birch ,1 ikewise, renders rather loosely:
(Meph i st ophe 1 e s
"My Lord, I find things there, as heretofore-
confounded had!
Men are so wretched with your way to
please them,
That I can scarcely find it in my heart to
teaze em."
Pilmorc in true " second-class " style gives:
(Mephistopheles
)
"llo, Lord! for all things there "below
Are, as of old, in wretched plight;
Men in their days of sorrow new
Some pity, ten from me,excite;
My very self— I could not curse
Or plague them, the poor wretches,worse
.
B
Other translators have not done worse, nor much heater,
except \nster,who usually expands a given passage to twice its
original number of lines,hut in the given passage, he strangely con
tracts Mephistos reply to the following, strictly second class line?
(Der Herr)
"t) 6S nothing ©n the earth move right?"
1 (Mephistopheles)
"Hot anything,my lord—poor men so fervent
And foolish arc— I almost feel compassion.
Thus far,we have considered the difficulties to he en-
countered in the translation of certain words, peculiar to the for-
eign language, or to the original. Usually, the next difficulty which
arises, is the task of adequately rendering idiomati- expressions,
so that they may give sense and still regain somewhat the flavor of
the original. another passage hy Mephistopheles, a reply bristling
with characteristic German idioms, will serve to show what have been
the tastes n regard to translating idioms.
Meph i s t ophel e s (11,31 B- 52 2
)
"Da dank ich euch;den mit den Todten
Pah ich mich niemals gem h ©fang en.
Am me i st en lieh ich mir die vollen frischen v/angen.
Fur einen Leichnam hin ich nicht xu Haus;
Mir gent cs wie der Katae Bit der Maus.
fUyward adheres strictly to English idiom:
"I am much obliged to you for that; for I have never
had any fancy for the dead. I like plump, fresh cheeks the "best. I am
t liu s
:
11

not at home tc a corpse. I am like the Rat with the mouse."
Taylor renders more smoothly in the style of the original
and retains towards the end, a flavor of the original idiom, thus:
"My thanks! I find the dead no acquisition,
And never cared to have them in my keeping.
I much prefer the cheeks whore ruddy "blood is leaping.
And when i corpse approaches , close my house:
It goes with me, as with the cat the mouse.
Swanwick retains the meaning and the figurative language,
"but translates in rigid English idiom:
"I thank you; for not willingly
rtraffic with the dead, and still aver
That youth's plump "blooming cheek I very much prefer.
I am not at home to corpses; t is my way,
Like cats with captive mice tc toy and play.
In the ahove translat ion, Swanwick has disregarded the
feminine rhymes which Taylor has preserved;hut on the other hand,
Taylor lengthened the metre of the first two lines. r,o neither Swan-
wick nor Tavlor helong strictly to the third class. In fact, it arr-
ears upon close observation that no translator has really succeeded
in rendering Faust in the original rime and metre, as so many Faust
translators" "boast in their prefaces ,and even in their title-pages.
The other translators err in general, far more than Taylor and S^/an
wick
Latham translates the passage just quoted in the mischiev-
ous language of a Fephistopheles,Kit with commonplace English
phrases ,
"For that much thanks, for with a dead un
To "busy me was neer my hohhy.
Most do I love a cheek thats rosy-red and chub"by.
For a dull corpse Im not it home.
a
Im like the cat wf the mouse— I like em frolicsome.
Huth,who translates into "Jacobean English", as he himself
says , naturally uses a few archaisms in this passage:
"I thank Thee, for in people dead
I ne'er could take an interest.
It is your full fresh cheeks, f sooth, that like me best
Your corpses I do -ever deign to see;
It is a cat-and-mouse "business with me.
Other translators here 3 take similar liberties in regard
to the idiom, as in other passages of Faust.Knox mentions the cat VS
one of her familiar nam.es— "Grimalkin" . (I doubt whether any Amer-
ican reader would ever associate this name with the animal to which
it is supposed to belong. ) 3helley of course, renders with a line or
so extra:
"Thanks.
And that is all I ask; for willingly
I never make acquaintance with the lead.
The full fresh cheeks of youth are food for me,
And if a corpse knocks, I am not at home.
For T am like a cat
—
t like to play
l little with the mouse "before I eat it."
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After thus considering minor points in the translation of
Faust,we shall now see how the translators have interpreted or
treated some passages, important for the ideas they should convey.
In the prologue, su^h a passage is the Lords statement:
"Es irrt der Mensch so lang er street."
This idea is of utmost importance for the "better under-
standing, of both parts of the drama.Here ,we naturally expect, the
translator will take special pains to adhere to the original in
every respect. Hayward(revised) , rightly says:
"Man is liable to error .whilst he is striving."
Indeed,when men do strive, they errand their error is
rather accidental than intent ional , just as surely as the average
man dislikes suffering for his errors. But even in the above pass-
age ,the translators still remain true to themselves , as we have
already known them. Haywards translation, revised by Buchheim,has
already been given. Out Hayward had originally translated:
"Man is liable to error ,v/hile his struggle lasts."
(Taken from Taylors notes.)
Taylor finds it difficult to render the meaning,and also
to preserve the form, so he again becomes a translator of the second
class
:
"While Man's desires and aspirations stir,
He cannot choose but err. 1
According to the above statement ,man may actually be com-
pelled to err .But the translation of Brooks makes him only a con-
i irmed drunkard, thus:
"Man errs and staggers from his birth."
Most translators understand that Man is compelled to err
during his active existence on Earth. So Shelley translates:
"Man
Must err till he has ceased to struggle."
Knox says: "tis the lot
Of man to err whilst lasts his earthly strife.
Filmore makes a graceful couplet from the given line, thus'
"For man,until his strife is done.
To error linkd,must struggle on. 1
Webb renders thus:
"v/hile doomed to struggle man is doomed to stray.
Swanwick thus: (revised edition)
"Man still must err, v/hile he doth strive."
Latham:
"VThilst still man strives , st ill must he stray.
1?>

"For man must err while lie doth strive."
Perhaps , Cloudy more nearly approaches the original , thus:
"Hen err as long as they aspire!"
Anster,as ever, freely renders:
'Mans hour on earth is weakness, error , strife. 1
However ,Birch seems to go far astray in his translation,
nor do his cleve^ notes come to the rescue, even here:
"Mans prone to err in acquisition."
A few more translators, supplied from Taylors notes,may
further illustrate what has "been done with the given passage,
nwanwick originally translated thus:
"Man,while he striveth,is prone to err."
Blackie translates:
"an must still err, so long he strives."
Mart in, thus:
"Man,while his struggle lasts, is prone to stray."
Beresford:
"Man errs as long as lasts his strife."
Another passage in the prologue, and indeed, the most impor-
tant passage o^curing in this scene, since it states in a few words
the Poet's conception of an active man's relation to the universe
throughout his existence as far as known to us,— are the words of
the Lord:
"Bin guter Mensch in seinem dunklem Drange
1st sich des rechten V/eges wohl bewusst."
Here,we have in a nut shell
,
just the relation that Faust
shall have to the World throughout his period of human activity,
to be illustrated in the action of all the following scenes up" to
the close of the second part .All translators seem impressed hy the
importance of this passage. There is no difficulty in rendering
this passage literal ly, except that the English language has no good
equivalent for the word "Drang" .Some authorities feel obliged to
; explain in notes, that the "guter Iiensch"is not to "be taken too
; literally. A. man , actively good, and not merely passively good, is
jthe usual interpretation made of the foreign term used "by Goethe.
But if the German "guter Mann" is in modern German, equivalent to
the English "good man"in modern English, then this translation
should "be correct ,what ever may he understood "by the term itself.
As we shall see ,pract ically all translators do agree in translating
'literally, good man". The difficulty lies in translating the word
I
"Drang", of which the translators make anything from a mill to a
church. '/hat really impresses one most, after consulting so many
translations, is the fact that our translators should he able to
;
express the same idea, in so many different ^ays,or with so many
different words and phrases. Y/e feel like agreeing with those trans-
! lators who claim for this fact, an evidence of the richness of the
j
English language for expression. St ill ,we must sharply investigate
the following results for the passage in question.
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llavward renders the passage thus:
"a good nan, in his indistinct strivings, is still
conscious of the right way,
Hayward says in his not es
,
"Drang" in this passage is un-
transl at eable, though the meaning is clear. That nay he true for
the scholar of German,but how ahout the English reader who knows
no German?
Brooks translates the passage with:
» a ^ood man, though passion "blur his vision,
Has of the right way still a consciousness.
Claudy ,thus:
"A good man, in his darkest aspiration,
Is of the right path always well aware.
Huth.however , speaks of a "righteous man";
5 In the dark struggle he that is righteous
Still the good way holds in his consciousness.
Latham renders thus:
a good man,hy his dim impulse iriven,
Of the right way hath ever consciousness.
Swanwick:
"A good man in his darkest aberration,
Of the right path is conscious still.
Taylor:
"A good man, through obscurest aspiration,
Has still an instinct of the one true way.
Wehh
:
Dark though the war within may he and dreary,
Well doth the good man know tne way thats "best.
it
Now comes Anster who, as usual, expands every important pas
sage to a sermon, thus:
"A good man, clouded though his senses he
By error, is no willing slave to it.
His consciousness of good will it desert
The good man?—yea, even in his darkest hours
Still doth he war with Darkness and the Powers
Of Darkness;— for the light he c tnnot see
Still round him feels;—and, if he he not free,
Struggles against this strange captivity.
'
(If this translation of Anster avails anything, it does at
least serve as the hest example of .the second method of translation
^To wonder Latham, crit isizing Ansters work, says: "There are in /Vnst-
erl translation some 6,600 lines. Of these some 4,600 are Goethe,
the remainder are Anster!")
Birch translates the passage under considerat ion, thus:
"To a GOOD V ",even in his darkest tribulation,
The righteous path is not unknown! 11
Knox thus:
HAn upright man, even in his dark distress,
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Still knoweth well the way that he should go,
Bilmore renders with:
"A good man with dark strivings torn,
Doth yet perceive the "better way."
Shelley:
a good man, even in his darkest longings,
Is well aware of the right way. 1
Still another passage ,brist ling with difficulties for the
conscientious translator , and, as Thomas says, "defies translation
and resists close logical analysis", is the final word of the Lord:
"Doch ihr,die echten Gottersohne
,
Srfretit euch der lebendig reichen Schone!
Das 'Verdendejd as ewig wirkt und lebt,
Umfasn'euch nit der Liebe holden Schranken,
Und was in schwankender Erscheinung schwebt,
Befestiget rnit dauernden Gedanken!
Not only translators,but critics of all kinds from Carlyle
to Thomas, have seriously speculated what Goethe actually means in
the above lines.But to enumerate all the varying results of such
speculation, is really. useless; to add any further theories concern-
ing the exact meaning of this passage ,would be vain presumption on
the part of any individual , not absolutely "at home" with Goethe.
However ,the business of the translator is merely to say in his own
tongue,what the author himself said in his language. "ow Goethe has
made in these lines, some logical statements with intelligible modern
German words, and if the translator knows how to say in good English
what these words of the original mean in their relation to each
other, a readable prose translation should be the result. If there
are any special "hidden meanings" of importance in the original,
they would still be taken care of by this method of translation. Of
course, if the utmost were to be expected, then Goethe himself could
be the only person to adequately explain his own ,nost difficult
lines. Buldas recent statement , that the translator should thoroughly
know, above all, the language into which he intends to translate rath-
er than to know thoroughly , the language from which he intends to
translate , does hold well if a good independent work of literary art
is wanted. But if the translators task is to "reproduce "the foreign
work of literary art in his ov/n language , then what is more natural
than to expect a translator who is equally well prepared in both
languages? If the rule holds in the class-room,Why should it not
hold good wherever good translations are made? If Hayward had not
been revised by the German scholar Euchheim, Taylor would still be
justified in censuring Hayward^s translation for its "inaccuracies >
and had not Taylor been practically as proficient in his knowledge
of the German language as in his knowledge of Engl ish, other trans-
lators like Latham would not so willingly confess: "the palm has
generally been awarded to that (the translation) of Bayard Taylor.
How if the original can be adequately rendered into Engl ish,what
need is there of rendering falsely, even for the sake of the metre
>
or the form in general? But if the original contains an intention-
ally mystical passage, or a passage that is not clear,what right has
a translator to read his own meaning into the passage in order to
produce an easily intelligible translation? Indeed, how "an such a
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product "be called a translation?
If a passage in the original is intended to give merely a
vague intuition of a truth, or perhaps a mysti'-al impression,why
should not a translator he just ifled,making his translation equally
as vague and my st ical ,provided he retains as nearly as possible,
the wording of the origin i.l and therehy ..reserves the picture or
the general impression which the original conve- s?
Among '•"he translations of the passage last quoted,we find
again,great diversity in the rendering, and rather individual inter-
pretations than a reproduction of the original itself. In a note to
Haywardl prose translat ion, we find , first, of all, a literal trans-
lation furnished by a "learned friend" .Accordingly , the most diffi-
cult part of the passage thus translat ed, reads:
"Creations energy— ever active and alive— encircle
you with the joyous hounds of love—and that which flits "before
you, a fluent and changeful phantom, do ye fix "by the power of en-
during thought !" (whatever that may mean')
The translation of Hayward reads:
"The Creative essence,which works and lives through
all t ime , embrace you within the happy hounds of lovejand what H
hovers in changeful seeming, do ye fix firm with everlasting thought.
Considering next, the oldest of verse translat ions ,vin
.
Ansters,we are shifted to the following impression:
"The Universal Soul, in which all move,
And live, and are, encompass you in love;
And all that flows unfixed and undefined
In glimmering phantasy "before the mind,
Bid Thought's enduring chain for ever hind!
Shelley now shifts to another extreme:
"Let that which ever operates .and lives
Clasp you within the limits of its love;
And seise with sweet and melancholy thoughts
The floating phantoms of its loveliness."
Gtill another impression is obtained from Birch:
"The Crescent ive! that ever lived and wrought,
^mhrace Ye with the hallowed hands of love.
And such appearances as wavering seem to move,
Them, make Ye firm with everlasting thought."
How considering the later versions ,"beginning with Lath-
am, we find:
"Eternal Growth, that works and faileth not,
'/ithin Lovers golden "bars ever enfold you.
In wandering apparition what loth float,
Bodied in thought unperishing uphold ou."
Swanwick,thus:
"May that which works and lives, the ever-.growing,
In "bonds oi\ love enfold you,mercy- fraught
,
And Geemings changeful forms, around you flowing,
Do ye arrest, in ever-during thought!"
_
Finally Taylor:
"Creative Power, that works eternal schemes,
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Clasp you in "bonds of love ,relaxing never,
And what, in wavering apparition fleams
Fix in Us place with thoughts that stand forever!
So it appears that the younger generation of translators
has orofited somewhat "by the results of the older generation, and
^ossihly, also "by the results of critical research. But as a matter-
of fact, the Faust-eritiei and research-workers have likewise differ
ed in their interpretations, and have often gone equally far astray
in their theories when it came to a much-debated passage in the
original. But inasmuch as the more recent translations prove more
accurate, or more faithful to the original in every respect, it mus
appear that, all previous research has been of considerable benefit
to the translator.
This ends, for the present, our study of English translation
from the PROLOG. The following scene "IT ICHT , is important , not only
for its wealth of poetical expression and serious thought ,t>ttt also
for its great variety of verse-forms. Faust begins his famous
"Mono log" in the'Knitt elver se" of Hans Sachs. Of course, the older
school of verse translators,and especially , the translators of the
second class,make light of these opening verses, sometimes imitating
them, or else disregarding them altogether. It is interesting tc
note that those translators who endeavour to imitate these verses,
also reproduce the flavor of the German idiom to no small degree.
Even Hayward is compelled to resort to peculiarities in his usually
thoroughly English diction:
"lhave now, alas,by zealous exert ion, thoroughly master-
ed philosophy , the jurists craft, and medicine,—and to my sorrow,
theology too. Here I stand, poor fool that I am, just as wise as be-
fore. I am called Master ,ay ,and Doctor, and have now for nearly ten
years been leading my pupils about—up and down, cros sways and croon-
ed ways—by the nose;and see that we can know nothing!"
Birch imitates the original in his own way,and seemingly
mixes an imitation of the foreign idiom with his own idiom, thus:
"Have I, alas! Philosophy,
Medicine »and Jurisprudence
,
And,0 m'ost sadf Theology,
Studied with perseverance,
—
Now to be foiled, and know no more,
Poor heated fool! than I did before?
Master,and Doctor I am dubbed,tis true;
Have lead for ten years, in public view,
Upwards and downwards,and awry as I ""hose,
My simple scholars by the nose
And now to find out that we nothing can know,
Is a brand to my brain, to my warm heart snow!
True tis! Ive more tact than the conclave of loobies
Scribes, doctors,magisters, and clerical boobies;
Mot tortured am I by forebodings of evil,
I fear neither hell, nor his worship the devil!"
In sharp contrast ,Filmore gives us measured iambic penta-
meter with no vestige of the spice contained in the original , thus:
"\h! yes, now by the ardent toil of years,
Im fully versed in all philosophy,
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I know whatever Law or Medcine "bears,
And also—to my grief—Theology;
Yet here I stand, poor fool,with nothing more
Of wisdoms treasure! than I had "before;"
Then contracting his metre to tetrameter ,Pilmore continues;
with the same result:
"Ira Taster styled and Doctor too,
And here ten years their course have sped,
Since up and down, and to and fro,
My scholars "by the nose Ive led!
And seeing all too clearly now,
For all our toil, our "broken rest,
That we can nothing, nothing know,
Burns up the heart within my "breast.
Then .changing to pentameter:
"True! I am wiser far than all the tribes
Of solemn triflers, doctors, priest s, and scribes!
Nor doubts nor scruples now my soul assail,
Before no fear of hell or devil I quail; "etc.
Knox, likewise uses the iambic movement, and Anst.er too, ad-
heres closely to this movement , varying however, from trimeter to
pentameter inclusive .with hut '"eak results.Brief examples nay suf-
fice.
Anster translates:
"Alas! I have explored
Philosophy , and Lav/, and Medicine;
ind over deep Divinity have pored,
Studying with ardent and laborious seal;
And here I am at last ,a very fool,
With useless learning curst,
"To wiser than at first!
Here am I—ho ist and wonder of the school;
')ag i s t er , Do c t o
r
, and I lead
,
These ten years past,my pupils creed;
Winding, "by dexterous words,with ease,
Their opinions as I please. "etc.
(Here too,may he observed how most translators resort to
capitalization and to italization for the purpose of emphasizing par
ticular words like Philosophy , Law, or Jurisprudence,Magister, etc.
)
Knox renters the passage under considerat ion,*hus:
"Philosophy , and law, and medicine,
And to my sorrow, too , theology
By this time have I studied searchingly;
Poor fool, yet after all, all this hot toil of mine,
I find myself no wiser than before.
Master of Arts, and Doctor , indeed
They call me, and now for this ten years T lead
Up and down, and in and out,
My scholars by the nose about,
And see that we can nothing know:
It sears my heart it should be so. "etc.
Perhaps Knox does approach the flavor of the German idiom
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towards the end of the passage thus given, (interesting with refer
enoe to Knox are his notes .illustrating Goethes ideas by similar
ideas round in English literature and philosophy.)
Brooks, the pioneer in the third method, translates thus,
with "better effect;
"Have now, alas! quite studied through
Philosophy and Medicine,
And Law, and ah! Theology , too
,
With hot desire the truth to win!
And here, at last, I Itand.poor fool!
As wise as when I entered school;
Am called 'agister , Doctor , indeed, --
Ten livelong years cease not to lead
Backward and forward, to and fro,
My scholars "by the nose— and lo!
Just nothing,! see, is the sum of our learning,
To the very core of my heart t
Jis "burning.
Tis true Tm more clever than all the foplings,
Doctors, Maglsters, lutbors,and Popelings;
Am plagued "by no scruple, r.or doubt, nor cavil,
Hor lingering fear of hell or devil" et~.
Webb renders the pass \ge .with much spirit, thus:
"Alas, of high Philosophy,
L tws My s t ery , an d Medicine,
And, to my grief , Theology
,
Ive toiled the mastery to win
—
And now, poor fool, for all my lore,
I stand no wiser than "before!
Master and Doctor Im styled, God wot!
And for ten long years it hath "been my lot
Up, down, and thwart ,without repose,
To leal my scholars "by the nose,
Yet nothing I know with al 1 my learning--
Tis that that in my heart is "burning!
Im wiser than those wretched creatures,
Doctors and Mast ers , Dcr ibes and Preachers:
I trouble me not with scruple or eawil
—
Little I reck of hell or devil'" etc,
Huth gives the passage
,
peculiarly flavored with idiom:
" Ive now , ah me ! Ph il o sophy
,
Jur i sprudenc e .Med i c ine
,
And, save the mark! Theology,
Deep studied with endeavour keen.
Now stand I here, poor simple I!
And am as wise as formerly.
Master, een Doctor styled, forsooth,
Have led, hard on ten years, in truth,
Crosswise and crooked, in deeps and out,
My scholars "by the nose about,
And see that v/e '-an not ring learn.
It makes my heart within me "burn!
True, I out skill these triflers all, at. least,
Doc t or s and Mast er s , \'Ir i t i ng-men and Pr i e s t
,
Mo scruple doth plague me, or e'en misdoubt,
Ho Hell doth affright me, nor fiend thereout*, 1
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Claudy translates the passage:
"Ive studied now Philosophy,
And Jurisprudence ;Medicine
,
And een,alas! Theologv;
Pursued them all,with ardor keen!
And here, poor fool,^ stand at last,
'"o ^iser now than in the past:
am Magi st er called, yea, 'loctor an T .
And nearly ten years have passed "by
v/hile,up and down,with zigzag tread
iVe "by the nose my scholars led
—
To see bow vain is all our learning!
This in my heart like fire is "burning.
Tis true,! am wiser than those foppish creatures,
Doctors and Magist ers ,'.7r iters and Preachers;
Scruples and doubts no more distress me,
Hot Hell nor Devil can ever oppress me
—
"
Latham u^es great freedom in rendering, thus:
"I have studied, alas! Philosophy,
and Jurisprudence , and Medicine too,
And saddest of all , Theology
,
With ardent la"bour , through and through!
And here I stick, as wise, poor fool,
as when my steps first turned to school.
Master they style me, nay, Doctor, forsooth,
And nigh teen years,oer rough and smooth,
And up and down, and aero ok and across,
I lead my pupils "by the nose,
And know that in truth we can know naught!
My heart is turned to coal at the thought,
f am wiser , true , than your coxcomh-tr i"be
,
Your Doctor and Master, your Parson and Scribe;
To no idol of scruple or douht do I grovel,
I /now no fear of Hell or of Devil."
In contrast to the ahove strongly idiomatic language of
Latham,which is well in keeping with, at least, the spirit of the
original ,we find in 3^anwick,the following precise and rather too
refined Dnglish diction:
"I have, alas! Philosophy,
Medicine, Jurisprudence too,
And to my ^ost Theology,
With ardent lahour studied through.
And here T stand, with all my lore,
Poor fool, no wiser than "before.
Magister, doctor styled, indeed,
vlready these ten years I lead,
Up , down, across , and to and fro,
My pupils "by the nose,— and learn,
That we in ^ruth ~an nothing know!
That in my heart like fire doth "burn.
Tis true, Ive more cunning than all your dull tribe,
Magister and doctor
,
priest
,
par son, and scribe;
3 nruple or doubt comes not to enthrall me.
Meither car. devil nor hell now appal me— '
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L x st ly, Taylor gives us "both, a good imitation of the Knit tet-
verse" of the original, and also, "by meana of the Anglo-Saxon diction
for which he is famous,* language which is quite in keeping with
the original. Thus Bayard Taylor:
"ive studied now Philosophy
And Jurisprudence ,Medicine,
—
\nd even, alas! Theology,—
Prom end to end,with labor keen;
And here, poor fool 1 with all By lore
I, st and, no wiser than he fore:
Im Magiiter—yea,Doctor--hight
,
And straight or cross-wise,wrong or right,
These ten years long,with many woes,
Tve led my scholars "by the nose,
—
And see, that nothing can he known!
That knowledge cuts me to the hone.
IS cleverer , true, than those fops of teachers,
Doctors and -agisters , Scribes and Preachers;
Neither scruples nor doubts come now to smite me,
;ior Hell nor )evil can longer affright me."
In the fourse of this famous monologue which we are now
considering, Faust suddenly turns his attention from his musty
little cell-world of hooks ant instruments to the glorious moon
without, and then follows the apostrophe to the moon,which is con-
sidered one of the finest of lyrical passages in German literature
B sahst du,roller ITondenschein,
Zum letstenmal auf meine Pein,
Den ich so rnanche Mitt ernacht
An diesem Pult herangewacht
:
Dann,iiher ^uchern und. Papier,
Trubselger 7reund,ers^hienst du^mir!
Achlkonnt ich doch auf Berges-Hohn
In deinem lieben Jjiohte gehn,
Urn Berge^hohle mit Qei stern schv<eben,
uif Viesen in deinem Dammer wehen,
Von all em "/issensqualm entladen
In deinem Thau gesund mich baden!"
The versification of this passage is simple enough, the
diction is clear and fluent, and no efforts seem to have heen made
to attain extraordinary effects. Only two poetical words, " heranwac -
en" and 1Wissensquaim K ,might give the translator some difficulty.
The feminine rhymes at the end should also he taken into consider-
ation.There are , indeed,many excellent translations given for this
particular passage. But they are only translations,or at best, read-
able equivalent s, and not real reproductions as far as the effect Of
the original is concerned.This peculiar effect seems largely de-
pendent upon the vowel-sounds of the original -aid their relation to
each other
,
producing, as it were, a kind of musical harmony which
can never he reproduced in any other language, depending upon equiv-
alent words of entirely different sound values. Some of the translat-
ions given, are indeed,masterpieces of the translators art, and could
rank highly as lyrical product ions .But herein, another psychological
factor must he taken into account .Anyone who has first read and
thoroughly appreciated the original,may find no translation worthy
of the name, or more accurately , one which can ,all in all, affect him
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like the original has done. His taste has heen determined hy the
"old soL" and only/ the old tune" can still appeal to him. On the
o?her hand! anyone who first read and keenly appreciated an
adequate
translation of the original,and finally reads the original itljlf,
may. as far as he is concerned, right ly claim that the translator
has surpassed even the original author himself. So it is no
vender
that 80 many people actually insist that Bayard Taylor has
in many
passages in* Faust, even surpassed Goethe himself.Of course the Gtr-
man scholar of English would think differently,and rightly so.
But
to consider a few translations of the famous apostrophe under
dis-
cussion. Beginning, now,with Taylor,we have:
"0 full and splendid Ho on,whom I
xiave,from this desk, seen climb the sky
So many a midnight , --would thy glow
For the last time "beheld my woe!
Iver thine eye,most mournful friend,
Oar hooks and papers saw me "bend;
But would that I, on mountains grand,
Amid thy "blessed light could stand,
With spirits through mountain-caverns hover,
Float in thy twilight the meadows over,
And, freed from the fumes of lore that swathe me,
To health in thy dewy fountains "bathe me!"
The following translation "by Swanwick, reads quite as
smoothly , out lacks the feminine rhymes of the last four lines, thus
"0 full-orhd moon, did "but thy rays
Their last upon mine anguish gar.e!
Beside this desk, at dead of night,
Oft have I watched to hail thy light:
7 en, pensive friend! oer "book and scroll,
With soothing power,thy radiance stole!
In thy dear light , ah,might I climh,
Freely, some mountain height sublime,
Round mountain caves with spirits ride,
In thy mild haze oer meadows glide,
And,purged from knowledge- fumes , renew
Uty spirit, in thy healing dew!"
Less skillfully rendered, and with less regard to the form
of the original, are the following results:
Brooks renders thus:
u o full, round noon, didst thou hut shine
For the last time on this woe of mine!
Thou whom so many a midnight I
Have watched, at this desk, come up the sky;
O^er hooks and papers, a dreary pile,
Then, mournful fr iend!uprose thy smile'
Oh that I might on the mountain-! 'eight
,
Y/alk in the noon of thy "blessed light,
Round mountain-caverns with spirits hover,
Float in thy gl earnings the meadows over,
And freed from the fumes of a lore-crammed "brain,
Bathe in thy dew and he well again! 1
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Wehh reads thus:
"Oh,would that thou, full Moon, didst shine,
Thy last on misery of mine!
How oft Ive watched the midnight skies
From this lone desk to see thee rise,
Till o'er my hooks and papers thou,
Sad friend, didst smile on me, as now!
Ah,would twere mine on mountain height
To loiter in thy lovely light—
Haunt mountain cave,with sprite for fellow,
Flit oer the meadows thou dost mellow,
Cast off this sickliness of soul,
Bathe in thy freshness, and he whole!
Turning now to the old school of second-class translators
we find much freedom in context as well as in form. The English
idiom is forced,unusual words are employed in lieu of something
hetter,and the effect is comparatively weak, puerile.
Birch gives us:
H 0h that thy "beams, fair MOON! did take a peep
For the last time on my sorrows deep;
—
Oft at this desk,! nave quailed my "brain
The midnight through—hut quailed in vain,
—
When oer my hooks and papers , THOU!
V/ouldst show thy pensive, friendly "brow.
Oh that I might hut calmly tre^ad
In thy pure light the mountains head;
Round mountain caves with spirits glide,
Or float oer fields, in thy waning tide:
From all my knowledge qualms hefreed.
Bathe in thy dew—and feel relieved! 1
Anster also tampers with the form of the original ^and gives
us, as usual, a few lines extra of varying lengths, thus:
"Beautiful Moon!—Ah! would that now,
For the last time, thy lovely "beams
Shone on my troubled "brow!
Oft hy this desk, at middle night,
I have sat gazing for thy light,
v/earied with search, through volumes endless,
I sate mong papers— f»row~ied hooks.
Alone—when thou, friend of the friendless,
Camest smiling in,xvith soothing looks.
Oh, that upon some headland height
I now were wandering in thy light!
Floating with Gpir its, like a shadow,
(o nd mount ain- c av e ,oer twi light meadow;
And from the toil of thought relieved,
]To longer sickened and deceived,
In thy soft dew could "bathe, and find
Tranquillity and health of mind."
t
Lastl. ',we shall descend to the "common water-level" of
Haywards prose version:
"Oh! would that thou, radiant moonl ight ,'Tert looking
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for the last time upon my misery; thou, for whom I have sat watch-
ing so many a midnight at this desk; then, over hooks and papers, mel-
ancholy friand, didst thou appear to me! Oh! that I might wander on
the mountain-tops in thy lovel light—hover with spirits round the
mountain oaves— flit over the fields in thy glimmer, and, disencum-
bered from all the fumes of knowledge ,hat lie myself sound in thy
dew! "
Accordingly, all the ahove translations .whether faithful
to the content of the original, or not, still lack that peculiar
harmony or musical element which a reading of the original may con
jure in the readers soul. In the very first line, the sounds 0, a ,
and ei, peculiarly modified "by the particular consonants of those
first four chief^ words, seem to surround us immediately with the
soft moonlight of the given scene.Likewise , the peculiar quality
and arrangement of the sounds in the following line,siese us
forcibly like sad music, v/ith the growing despair of Faust himself.
But, as pointed out before, no translation can ever reproduce the
peculiar effect of the original; it can give only a substitute that
rust suffice the reader of translations. The same can be observed
immediately in the first two lines of the following passage:
"Weh! steck ich in dem Kerker noch?
.rfluchtes dumpfes ITauerloch,"
Few translators approach anything like the bitter harsh-
ness of Fausts utter disgust at finding himself still in the same
old Ilauerloch .
Hayward's Faust exclaims:
"Woe is me' am I still penned up in this dungeon?
—
accur sed,musty ,walled hole!
"
Anster ,then:
"alas! and am I in the gloom
Still of this cursed dungeon room?"
Birch:
"And do I suffer still control
In this cursed brick-and-mortar hole?"
Knox:
"v/retoh! still within this dungeon pent,
This cursed hole do I remain,
Filmore:
'All! am I in this prison still?
Yet pennd between these narrow walls?
This cursed hole,whose vapours chill,
Where mouldiness around me falls?"
Beginning with the third class of translat ions ,Brooks
makes Faust exclaim:
"\7oe! and these walls still prison me?
Dull dismal hole! my r»urse on thee!"
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Olaudy , then:
"woe! An I still in prison bound?
Accursed hole , damp,walled around,"
Huth:
Latham:
still in this prison life I pasSj
This cursed and musty cell, alas!
"Wo
Ac
e! still within this dungeons thrall?
cursed, st ifling hole £ the wall!
Miss Swanwick: >
"Woes me! still prisond in the gloom
Of this abhorrd and musty room!
"Stuck in this dungeon must I dwell,
This cursed, clamp, immuring cell!
Taylor:
"Ah, me! this dungeon still I see,
This drear , accursed masonry,
Curiously, in all the above translations, only the gentl e-
men make Faust express himself somewhat profanely, in order to keep
him, even here, true to the original. Put the 'English Faust ,like
the parson who tried to drive his first yoke of oxen, seems to use
his first attempt at profane language rather in vain. Hardly one
of the above attempts seems to preserve that natural spontaneity
of Faust's genuine Teutonic wrath. Perhaps ,most gentle readers
would, after all, prefer Hiss Swanwick's translation.
The next passage of interest on account of its peculiar
literary form, is the description Faust gives of the effect his
incantation has upon the Erd-Geist .The original reads:
"Es wolkt sich liber mir
—
Dot Mond verbirgt sein Licht
—
Die Larnpe schwindet!
Es damp ft!—Es zucken rothe Strahlen
Mir urn das Haupt—Es went
Ein Schauer vom Gewolb herab
Und faszt mich an!
Ich f\ihls,du schwebst urn mich, erfleht er Geist,
Enthulle dich!
Ha! wies in meinen Herzen reiszt!
Zu neuen Gefuhlen
All meine Sinnen sich erwnhlen!
Ich i'lihle ganz mein Herr: dir hingegeben!
"Ou musztMu muszt! und kostet es mein Leben!
These are the lines that most critics even to the present
day, style "rhythmical prose", or merely, "prose". Or at best, they see
here in, only the "Klopstockian revolt against rime ,and the like.
Although most translators quietly retain the so called prose
^
form of "these lines, there are still some who could not be satis-
fied with this "mere prose" in their translations, so they have re-
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1oast the whole passage into "stately"verse,even adorned with rime.
,\cc ordingly,Filrnore translates the passage in his customary second-
class style, availing himself of every verse-embellishment possible
Here, it may he said, the result is really weaker than ^ the common
water-level"prose version. Filmores result is accordingly:
"Clouds gather oer,and dim my sight,
The midnight moon withdraws her light,
liy lamp emits a dying ray,
And earth-bora vapours rise and stray!
Beams
,
glowing red,
Shoot round my head!
From the dark vault that o'er me bends,
A chilling,creeping fear descends;
Spirit! compelled to me by prayer,
I feel that thou art hovering there,
Unveil thyself , thyself reveal!
Ha! what can thus my bosom tear?
With new sensations— do I feel
All my thoughts in tumult reel!
Yes! all my soul surrenderd is to thee,
Thou must, then! though my life the price should be!
Knox likewise resorts to a rimed and measured verse of
his own making, and with the same result. All other verse translat-
ors of both classes, render the passage into more or less rhyth-
mical prose,but not even any of the so-oalled third-class trans-
lators seem to retain the exact movement of the original. The more
easily made iambics occur in most places where the original has
dactylic forms. Even Taylor does not strictly observe form,but
renders, thus:
"Clouds gather over me
—
The moon conceals her light
—
The lamp^s extinguished!—
Mists rise,—red, angry rays are darting
Around my head!—There falls
A horror from the vaulted roof,
And seises me!
I feel thy presence, Spirit I invoke!
Reveal thyself!
Ha! in my heart what rending stroke!
ith new impulsion
My senses heave in this convulsion!
I feel thee draw my heart , absorb, exhaust me:
Thou must! thou must! and though my life it cost me!"
Lastly fwt may compare Haywards prose translation, and con-
clude that here in, the first class of translation has finally acc-
omplished as much as the other two classes, as regards form.Hayward
renders the passage thus:
"Clouds thicken over me; the moon hides her light; the
lamp dies away; exhalations arise; red beams flash around my head;
a
cold shuddering flickers down from the vaulted roof and seises me!
I feel it—thou art hovering round me, invoked Spirit .Unveil thyself
Ah! what a tearing in my heart— all my senses are upstirring to
new sensations! I feel my whole heart surrendered to thee. Thou
must—thou must!— should it cost me my life."
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If the above prose translation were now written in lines
of verse according to the original ,we would still have a result
that could surpass in effect, those elegant stanzas of Filmore and
Knox. Indeed, the result would really equal all the endeavors of the
second and third class translators. But it seems a pity that our
later and more conscientious translators have not dealt more ser -
iously with the form of the original.
Finally,we shall consider the most difficult stanzas of
the scene,—namely, the chorus-songs at the close of the scene, Nach*.
These stanzas are not so important as far as their content is con-
cerned; the general idea of each stanza suffices for the purpose in
view. Faust shall he reminded of his earlier faith that once made
him happy. He shall not die,hut he recalled to earth, and to he of
still greater service to mankind. However, the power of these songs
lies primarly in their musical expression, that contains not only
the voices of the faithful,hut also the familiar tones of cathedral-
hells,both far and near. Here , all translators rightly complain that
they were seriously handicapped in reproducing the all-important
poetical form and the music of the original. Yet each translator
tried, in some way, to give a truly musical result, even if he could
not or else would not^ reproduce the original itself. Strangely , eve*;
Hayward could not content himself with a prose translation of these
songs, but tried as best he could to make verses, or at least,
stanzas that look like verses. We shall immediately consider the
first chorus of the Angels and compare results. The original reads
"Christ ist erstanden!
Freude dem Sterblichen,
"Den die verderblichen,
Schleichenden , erbl ichen
Mangel umwanden".
If this passage were to be considered for its ideas alone
and read like prose, it would, of course, sound somewhat stilted. The
songs following are even more difficult in this respect. But as in
opera, the music, the fluency of the words carries us safely through
all unusual, obscure expressions, and we have derived all the satis-
faction that could be expected from the song. Hot so, however,with
some of the translations we must now try to appreciate for what
they are. Comparing the original,!' irst with Haywards version, thus:
.
"Christ is arisen!
Joy to the mortal,
Whom the corrupting,
Creeping,hereditary
Imperfections enveloped."
Ve can only wonder why the familiar, old ideas were expres
ed in such jargon, since this makeshift of verse- form has nothing
musical about it to recommend it as such.
On the other han.i,Anster again wishes to give us more tha<.
the original,but falls in effect, far short of the original ,th\is:
i
"Christ is from the grave arisen,
Joy is his. For Him the weary
Earth hath ceased its thraldom dreary,
And the cares that prey, on mortals:
He hath burst the graves stern portals;
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The grave is no prison.
The Lord hath arisen!
01 course, this result is a product of the earlier second-
class method. St ill v/e may innocently md justly ask,— "what has
Vie come of the tolling of the church-hells, audible in the original?
But the other members of the old school , trying each in his way to
make a sacred song of this passage, doe? at length,move us to tears
of laughter .Thus Birch sings:
"Jesus is risen!
Joy to fallen man!
For the corruptible,
House less, driven,
Want heritable
Son of roan,
Is changed--up-risen! M
(this reminds one of Becknessers unfortunate attempt to
sing Walthers Prize-3ong, in the "Me ister singer "
)
Knox prefers to sing his own song, thus:
"Christ has arisen from the tomb,
Let the hour all mortals "bless,
Whose hereditary doom,
Is to he girt with wickedness."
Filmore also attempts a different form:
"Christ from the prison
Of the tomb hath risen!
Happy,happy is the Loving One,
Who hath passd oer
The trial, deep and sore,
Who hath the chastening trial undergone.
Thus far,we have had examples illustrating freedom of
rendition, either as to form, or as to both form and content .Lastly
,
we shall have illustrations of the third method, following more or
less accurately ,both the form and the content of the original. Be-
ginning with our pioneer in this field
Brooks gives us:
"Christ hath arisen!
Joy to humanity!
^o more shall vanity,
Death and inanity
Hold thee in prison!
"
Claudy , then:
"Christ is arisen!
Joy to Him,Oracious,
Whom the tenacious,
Cr e ep ing , rapac iou s
Gins held in prison."
P.9

Huth translates:
"Christ is arisen!
Joy to the mortal one
'/horn erst did overcome
Insidious corruption,
Herited malison!
"
Latham, thus:
"Christ is arisen!
Hail the meek-spirited,
'
rhom the ill-merited
Mortal, inherited
Failing* did prison."
owanwick:
"Christ is arisen!
Mortal, all hail to thee,
Thou whom mortality,
Earth1! sad reality.
Held as in prison.
;7ebb
:
"Christ is arisen!
Joy to the mortal-bred,
Whom a sin-merited,
Haunting, inherited,
Curse did imprison!
Taylor:
"Christ is arisen!
Joy to the mortal One,
Whom the unmer it eel,
C 1 ing ing , inherit e
d
Teeds did imprison."
It thus seems that most of our translators agree, "Christ
is arisen! "But the ideas that follow, among the various interpret-
ations, range from stern orthodoxy to liberal Christianity.Again,
it can not fail to impress one that several translators make their
last lines refer to the Saviour, or leave them ambigious enough to
refer to Christ ,whereas the original seems to refer definitely to
mortal ( "oterblichen" )man. As for the form and the effect of the
original—that has been best preserved by those translators who
have availed themselves of the simplest and least pretentious words,
onong these translators , Swanwiek and Taylor seem to have been most
successful. But what has been said concerning the reproduction int
English of the apostrophe to the Moon, also holds good with these E
E ster-songs. However,Boyeson and many other critics maintain that
Taylor has equalled Goethe, if not surpassed him. Boyeson desirs th
reader to compare the following passage from the "Chor der Junger"
with Taylors translation. The original reads:
"1st er in ,'erlelust
Schaffender Freude nah
Ach! an der ^rde Brust
Sind wir zum Leide da."
Taylor translates:
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Taylor translates:
"Is lie in glow of "birth
Rapture creative near?
Ah, to the v/oe of earth
Still are we native here."
Boyeson declares: "Here the melody and the extremely dif-
ficult metres are reproduced without the sacrifice of the minutest
shade of meaning. M Indeed, Taylor has well preserved or reproduced
the form as well as the content ;but the original reads smoothly
without a "break or a hiatus and without resorting to slurring or
eliding,whereas in the translation* the "of" in line 1 and in line
3 must be reduced to 6 l and quickly slurred "before the same smooth-
ness can "be realized. As regards the absolute effect of the origin
al,—that can be reproduced only by the exact wording of the orig-
inal—by the original it self, and by no translation under the Sun.
But if a translation must be had, then Taylor ranks first ; after re-
viewing the following products.
Swanwick:
"Almost creative bliss
\7aits on his growing powers
Ah! Him on earth we miss;
Sorrow and grief are ours."
Latham:
'He filled with birth-delight
'Tear Joy creative goes;
\le in this earthly night
Still wail our native woes."
Brooks:
"He, in this blest new birth,
Rapture creative knows;
Ah! on the breast of earth
Taste we still natures woes."
Claudy:
"is He, in joy of birth
Near to creative bliss,
Ah,midst alloy of earth
Struggles what native is.
7/ehb
;
"Thou the Creators side
Sittest in gladness near;
\7e on Earth's bosom bide,
Brooding in sadness here!"
Huth:
'Hes nigh, eternal bliss
Creative joy is near;
We, in our earthiness,
Still to our sorrow here!"
Filmore
'of ever-growing bliss possest,
He to creative love is near;
But we, alas! on earths cold breast,
i-ust still remain in suffering here! "
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Knox
:
"i e in his ecstacy,
Growing divinity,
inters his rest,
Of creative gladness;
./e on earth's "breast,
Linger in sadness;
"
Birch:
"is He in worthiness
Joy-giving near?
Alas ! we in earthliness
Still sorrow here!"
Anster
:
"And onward— still onward
Iri sing, ascending,
To the right hand of Power
And Joy never-ending.
Enthroned in "brightness,
His labours are over;
On earth his disciples
Still struggle and suffer!"
/ith uisters translation,we have finally reached the ex-
treme of divergance from the original.
We have now analysed and compared twelve to thirteen
different English versions of Goethe's "Faust " .Three different
classes and their merits and faults have "been considered with
reference to the see es "Prolog" and "Macht" in the original. But
the ideal translation still remains an ideal towards which trans-
lators may strive forever and forever. What should concern us, for
the present, is the "practical translation" .This kind of translation
is determined "by the readers needs or desires. Should the reader "be
unable to read German, and still desire to appreciate "Faust ", then
the "best of third class translations is none too good. A version
like Taylors or Swanwicks is still the most reliable for such a
reader. In such a version, he finds, at least, a fair approximation
to the mthors ideas and mode of expression.
Should the reader desire to become acquainted with the
Authors ideas only,without first making himself at home in the
Authors language, then the most accurate prose translation(First
class of translation) could be the only and safest guide. Fortunat-
ely ,Hayward has been revised, and also a new prose-version by Beta
is available. But the reader of such versions must remember that
he is not lealing with high-class literary art. As Goethe himself
pointed out, the first class of translations merely reproduces the
authors ideas; and his modes of expression have been reduced to
plain,bald statements in the idiom of the translator.
The second class of translation is justly a thing of the
past, and should remain there. Firstly, the manufacturer of second-
class translations has, in most cases,utterly deviated from the
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characteristic form of the original, thus deluding the reader m
regard to the artistic merits of the foreign author. Secondly , this
class of translators seems to have neglected or else missed the
meaning of the authors statements, as well as it has disregarded
the author's poetical forms and expressions. The result of ta
second-class method often amounts to no more than a new treatment
of the foreign authors story or legend. The product is indeed, the
translator^ own,and a poor product at that.^f c<mrse,we can expect
of translations,at "best only an approximation to the original which
they aim to reproduce in a foreign idiom. But even as an approx-
imation to the original, the foreign reproduction should he the
nearest approximation possible in every respect, and thus give us
the original as nearly as possible in a foreign idiom.
After indicating the impossibilities of ever reproducing
an author in any foreign language, it may seem paradoxical to insist
upon any adequate translations. It would appear that all earnest
readers should try, rather to become acquainted with the language
of the original than to depend upon any foreign versions, however
accurate or faithful to the original they may be. That would be the
safest course for such readers. However, this matter of becoming
sufficiently acquainted with the language and essential spirit of
the original, requires more than a few years of training in the
tongue of the foreign author. It requires an additional knowledge
of the history, laws, customs, creeds, art-works, and many items more
of the author's native land. In short, the most earnest reader of the
author would ultimately be required to live a decade or so,as a
naturalised citizen as well as a student in the foreign authors
home, "/hat is commonly attained after a few years of language study
in the class-room, amount s to hardly more than making mere prose-
translations and becoming acquainted with the literary form and
style of the original, as in the study of the ancient classics. The
work of the class-room should, on this account,be regarded by no
means as a waste of time; the educational value of foreign language
study is now becoming more and more recognised throughout the world*
3ut the fluent use of the foreign language, the "Sprachgefuhl ", the
foreign spirit and way of thinking, are but poorly approximated dur-
ing the time spent in our class-rooms, far removed from the land
that produced the original. Besides,many an earnest reader has not
even the time or means to avail himself of class-room study. So the
existence of adequate translations of any important author will
always be as welcome as the many versions of the Sacred Scriptures-
But as in the case of the Sacred Books,may we have only the best
that can be produced in this field of work!
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